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QUESTION 1

During the IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo) installation, which security option(s) would be selected for all
users and groups created in the LDAP capable server? 

A. use Maximo internal authentication 

B. use Maximo authorization and LDAP authentication 

C. use application server and LDAP for authentication only 

D. use application server and LDAP for authentication and user/group management 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which tool can check the Maximo database and report common metadata errors? 

A. updatedb 

B. Install Validation 

C. Integrity Checker 

D. Prerequisite Verification 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is having performance problems and needs to understand how to resolve these performance issues. Their
environment runs a single Java Virtual Machine (JVM). 

How can clustering help with the performance issues? 

A. Clustering provides a means to spread some of the workload across multiple heap spaces. 

B. Clustering speeds garbage collection by having more garbage collectors to purge the application space. 

C. Clustering creates multiple TCP/I P ports for a single JVM to allow for more connections to the application. 

D. Clustering provides failover so that the failure of an overburdened application server can be met by a hot standby
cluster member. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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When working with a hardware load balancer in a customer implementation, the hardware load balancer has been
configured to point to a web server. What is the implication of this configuration? 

A. The hardware load balancer balances the user load completely. 

B. The hardware load balancer calculates and balances a percentage of the load. 

C. The hardware load balancer does nothing except add another layer of complication. 

D. The hardware load balancer balances the percentage of the load that the web server has been configured to present
to it. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

After installing IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo), an administrator connects to the database and runs this
query: 

Select * from maxvars where varname=TMAXUPGT 

When the SQL query tool returns an error such as "No object found" or "Table or view does not exist," which statement
is true? 

A. The Maximo database has been created but Maximo objects have not been installed. 

B. Maximo is installed but database privileges have not been granted to the Maximo database or schema owner. 

C. The Maximo EAR file must be deployed and the application server must be started before the database can be
accessed. 

D. The Maximo database has been created but the table that includes the database version must be created and then
populated manually. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which message will display during an IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo) installation when a location is
selected that contains an already installed Maximo V7.x environment? 

A The installation cannot continue because an existing Maximo installation was found. 

A. The installation cannot continue because the deployment engine has been installed. 

B. A Maximo installation was found so the installation assumes an upgrade and proceeds. 

C. A Maximo installation was found so the installation will uninstall the existing installation and continue. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

When reviewing customer requirements for an IBM Maximo Asset Management environment, the customer has no
plans for a development or user acceptance testing (UAT) environment. 

What is a reason that should be given to the customer as to why they should have a UAT environment? 

A. The UAT environment always differs from production environments in the number of JVMs. 

B. The UAT environment typically utilizes the same database server and J2EE servers as the production environments. 

C. The UAT environment allows for testing of integrations in a near-production environment without interrupting
business processes in production. 

D. The UAT environment must utilize the IBM Maximo Integration Framework components to export and import code
and configuration changes into the production environments. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

To enable successful completion of the IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo) installation utility, which two
components must be configured prior to installing Maximo? (Choose two.) 

A. J2EE server 

B. DOCLINKS share 

C. local admin account 

D. database text searching 

E. SMTP server for e-mail listener 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

What is the correct order of installation for IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo) products? 

A. Maximo V7.5. latest fix pack interim fix. latest fix pack 

B. Maximo V7.5, latest fix pack, latest fix pack interim fix 

C. Maximo V7.5. latest fix pack interim fix, all industry solutions being implemented 

D. Maximo V7.5. all industry solutions being implemented, latest fix pack interim fix 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10
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How can it be verified which interim fix has been installed in an IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5 (Maximo)
environment? 

A. run the ifix utility 

B. view the Maximo EAR date 

C. run the installation verification utility 

D. view the Maximo system information 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which database pool property should be adjusted to address an issue with poor IBM Maximo Asset Management V7.5
performance during high amounts of simultaneous logins at server start up? 

A. mxe.db.initialConnections 

B. mxe.db.minFreeConnections 

C. mxe.db.newConnectionCount 

D. rnxe.db.maxFreeConnections 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

If a user has access to the IBM Maximo database, which table can be queried to determine the installed products and
versions? 

A. the MAXDATA table 

B. the MAXVARS table 

C. the MAXINSTALLER table 

D. the MAXPROPVALUE table 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which logging level logs messages indicating errors in application functionality? 

A. INFO 

B. FATAL 
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C. WARN 

D. ERROR 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

Which system property is used to capture snapshots of memory usage? 

A. mxe.mbocount 

B. mxe.db.mboMonitor 

C. mxe.db.logSQLTimeLimit 

D. mxe.db.fetchResultLogLimit 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which utility applies database changes associated with an IBM Maximo Asset Management fix pack installation? 

A. dbupdate 

B. updatedb 

C. dbupgrade 

D. upgradeui 

Correct Answer: B 
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